Choosing different ground links and different links as driving links will create different mechanisms to implement different functions for the same kinematic chain. Therefore, ground link inversion and identifying driving links have the important part of mechanism type synthesis, but also important significance to create new mechanisms. Combined ground link inversion theory and based on the characteristics of mutual movement between loops in kinematic chain and selection of driving links, the mechanism is proposed for the identification method of the mechanism when the driving links are the side-links. The mathematical model is established. A program is developed which can achieve the automatic identification the mechanism that the driving links are the side-links and it gets 3-DOF 8, 10-links mechanisms. It is laid the foundation for further research and analysis of the mechanisms and realizes the visualization of diagram of mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
So far many intensive type synthesis methods of multi-DOF linkage mechanisms have been reported. Some literatures are mainly focused on the method of type synthesis of mechanisms were studied (Ding et al., 2011; Ding, Huang and Mu, 2008; Ding, Zhao and Huang, 2010; Luo, 2013; Nie and Liu, 2009; Yan and Chui, 2014) . Some literatures are focused on the automatic drawing method of kinematic chain atlas were studied (Ding and Huang, 2009; Martins, Simoni and Carboni, 2010; Nie, Liu and Qiu, 2008) . Some literatures are focused on the kinematic chain isomorphism identification and other aspects were studied (Ding, Lu and Cui, 2012; Ding et al., 2011; Li, Wang and Dai, 2009; Zeng et al., 2014) . The study on driving links of the kinematic chain is less (Fang and Zou, 2002; Cheng, Chen and Tan, 2005) .
The evolution of the kinematic chain and the mechanism, a ground link inversion is created by grounding a different link in the kinematic chain. Thus there are as many inversions of a given kinematic chain as it has links. For the same kinematic chain, choosing different driving links will produce different mechanisms to achieve different functions. Therefore, the ground link inversion and identifying the driving links have the important significance of the type synthesis of mechanisms and is the important transition from the kinematic chain to the mechanism.
The paper analyzed the selection method of the driving link in the mechanisms. According to the motion characteristics of multi-loop kinematic chain was proposed for the identification method of the mechanism when the driving links were the side-links. The mathematical model is established. Combined ground link inversion theory, a program is developed which can achieve the automatic identification the mechanism when the driving links are the side-links and it analyzed the 3-DOF 8, 10-links kinematic chains and gets the mechanisms that the driving links are the side-links.
DRIVING LINKINTHEMECHANISMS
For the mechanisms, the mechanism should have the same number of the degrees of freedom and the driving links. Typically, the driving links can be divided into two types. One is connected with the ground link in order to reduce the activity of the inertia as the side-link. One is non-connected with the ground link as the non-side-link. The output links can also be divided into two types, one is the need to connect the ground link, and one is not connected with the ground link.
From the dynamics, it is able to reduce power consumption when the driving link is the side-link. So in this paper it studies the driving link is the side-link.
When the driving link is the side-link, it is connected with the ground link, so it first needs determine the ground link. The number of the side-link is shown by M. Usually we choose the multi-nodes link that the number of the nodes is equal to or greater than M as the ground link. When the output link is the side-link, M is equal to the sum of the number of the driving links for the side-links and the number of the output links. When the output link is not the side-link, M is equal to the number of the driving links for the side-link.
IDENTIFICATIONTHE DRIVING LINKIN KINEMATIC CHAIN
For an effective multi-loop kinematic chain, it should not contain rigid chains and the mobility factor of each single loop should be greater than 1. Each loop is to provide a certain DOF for the overall kinematic chain, by analyzing the impact of each single loop on the entire kinematic chain DOF to identify the driving links is feasible.
In order to identify the driving links in the mechanisms, detailed analysis steps are as follows.
Step 1 It selects the appropriate multi-nodes link as the ground link and determines the side-links that connect with the multi-nodes link in this kinematic chain.
Step 2 It selects the single loop ① that the loop contains the ground link and its mobility factor is the least to analyze the mobility factor and determines its driving links. In the loop ① the mobility factor ) 1 ( n w is the number of the driving links.
n is the number of links in the loop ① .
q n is the number of the driving links.
Step 3The single loop ① is combined into the ground link and the overall kinematic chain will reduce ( Step4 It simplifies the kinematic chain A'. If the kinematic chain A' contains a rigid chain, the rigid chain should be combined into the ground link and gets a new kinematic chain of A. If the kinematic chain A' does not contain a rigid chain, this step can be ignored.
Follow the steps 2-4 analyzes this kinematic chain A or A', until all loops contained the ground link were analyzed.
MATHEMATICAL MODELOFTHE IDENTIFICATION PROCESSOFTHE DRIVING LINKS IN MULTI-DOF KINEMATIC CHAINS
In order to facilitate the computer automatic recognition of the driving links, a mathematical method for the identification process of driving links in kinematic chains is described as follows.
Firstly, links in the kinematic chain are numbered according to a certain order, and then every single loop in the kinematic chain is denoted by one n-dimensional array i h , which only contains "1" and "0" elements. Here, n is the total number of links in the kinematic chain, "1"indicates that a single-loop contains this number link, "0"indicates that a single-loop does not contain this number link, i represents the number of the loop . The kinematic chain has three single-loops, such as in Fig.1(a) , in a certain order to each link number, the links of each single loop contains determined. Which the loop 1-2-3-12 accordance with such rules as:
The number of the links in the kinematic chain is 12, so this array is 12-dimensional. This loop contains the links with 1, 2, 3, 12, so the array corresponding figure for a position, the remaining number is 0.
Rules:
h represents a summation of the array, the value is also equal to the number of links in this loop. The mobility factor and the number of loop driving links are as follows. 3
is equal to the summation of two arrays corresponding position figure.
It is equal to the links of two loops shared links.
It is equal to the links of two loops all links.
Identification the driving links in the kinematic chain as Fig. 1(a) , requiring the driving links are all the side-links, specific mathematical description is as follows.
Figure 1. 3-DOF 12-link kinematic chain
Step 1 Selecting the ground link
In this paper it chooses the multi-nodes link 1 as the ground link g . The side-links is S .
Step 2 Determining the loop ① According to Fig. 1(a) , the kinematic chain that contains the ground link has four single-loops and it calculates the mobility factor of each single loop. The loop:
,0,1) ,0,0,0,0,0
The mobility factor:
The single loop 1 h that the mobility factor is the least is as the loop ① , which the mobility factor is one. This loop has one driving links, when the driving link is the side-link, as represented by the loop is as follows. 
where,
is the number of driving link.
Step 3 
The loop 1 h becomes a single link--the ground link and it is expressed as follows.
The new loop ' 2 h that the loop 1 h and the loop 2 h formed is as follows:
The resulting new kinematic chainA', shown in Fig. 1(b) , which three single-loops are as follows:
The loop:
,1,0) ,1,1,0,0,0 
The resulting new kinematic chainA, shown in Fig. 1(c) , which two single-loops that contains the ground link are as follows:
,1,0) ,1,1,0,0,0 (1,0,0,0,0 
The single loop ' 3 h that the mobility factor is the least is the loop ② , which the mobility factor is one. This loop has one driving links, when the driving link is the side-link, as represented by the loop is as follows. 
The new loop ' 4 h is as follows:
,0,0) ,0,0,1,1,1 (1,0,0,0,0 -
The new kinematic chain B is shown in Fig. 1(d) , its single-loop is the loop '
Obtained by the above analysis, all loops contained the ground link are analyzed and the kinematic chain has three driving links that they are the side-links. The kinematic chain meet the requirements and its driving links are as follows:
,0,1) ,0,0,0,0,0 (0,1,0,0,1
The diagram of mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 . From Fig.2 , it can be seen that the links 1,2,3,4,5,12 constitute the mechanism it has 1-DOF, so the side-links 2,5,12 are only one driving link, in line with the conclusions of this article. 
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF THE COMPUTER REALIZATION
In accordance with the analysis program as described above, software is programmed to realize the automatic identification of the driving links of the mechanisms in the kinematic chain.
It is automatic identification of the driving links in the kinematic chain such as calculate h i+1 =n i+1 -n i,i+1 +g calculate the w n of the new chain 
THE 3-DOF MECHANISMS
In accordance with the program as described above, 3-DOF 8, 10-links kinematic chains were analyzed to identify a part of the kinematic chains that the driving links were the side-links as the mechanisms.
The 3-DOF 8-Links Mechanisms
3-DOF 8-links kinematic chains are a total of five basic configurations. The five kinematic chains are symmetrical with respect to the multi-nodes link, so it just analyses the 1-link when it is the ground link. The analysis results are shown in Table 1 . 
According to Table 1 , 3-DOF 8-links kinematic chains are a total of three kinds of mechanisms when the driving links were the side-links. The mechanism such as (3) has two independent movements' 5-links mechanisms together by bridge-link 5; the overall movement of the body is not good. The mechanism such as (4), Song shengtao, 2013was carried out a detailed analysis of its application to the excavator actuator having a large work space, large output speed and acceleration characteristics. The (5) shows a plane parallel mechanism, the plane parallel mechanism is a typical planar parallel mechanism in the field of precision, electronics manufacturing equipment, etc. has a good prospect, many scholars were analyzed the kinematics, dynamics (Jun, etal, 2010; Liu and Yu, 2008) .
The 3-DOF 10-Links Mechanisms
3-DOF 10-links kinematic chains are a total of 98 basic configurations, and here just analyses five kinematic chains. The analysis results are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 lists out of seven kinds of 3-DOF 10-link new mechanisms available for the mechanisms. 3-DOF mechanism than 2-DOF mechanism more input can be more accurate control mechanism output. the mechanisms with high precision, high speed, high load capacity and other special performance, precision, mining machinery, heavy manufacturing in field equipment, etc. have a good prospect, so such mechanisms are frontier research mechanism.
CONCLUSION
The evolution of the kinematic chain and the mechanism, select the different ground link and driving link will have different mechanisms, so the movement of the chain particular, need to determine the appropriate ground link and driving link. In this paper, combined ground link inversion theory, by analyzing the selection method of driving link in the mechanism, it proposed the identification method for the mechanisms when the driving link is the side-link. The mathematical model is established. A program is developed and gets 3-DOF 8, 10-links the mechanisms that the driving links are the side-links. It is laid the foundation for further research and analysis of the mechanisms.
Identification method for the mechanisms when the driving link is the side-link at this stage is to achieve the automatic recognition of values; the focus of future research work is to realize the visualization of diagram of mechanism.
